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Introducing Hello, World, an exciting new book series that pairs early learning concepts with colorful,

stylish illustrations of cities around the world.In New York City, you can visit the green Statue of

Liberty, hail a yellow taxi, and see blue lights in Times Square. Explore colors all over New York City

in this gorgeous board book!From the eBook edition.
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I purchased all 4 of Ashley's new books. They are for a friend's babyshower. She requested books

instead of cards for her baby shower. I chose to purchase the whole series. I hope these become

bestsellers as they are beautiful books.

Such fun to read to my toddler! I bought the whole series. He is at just the perfect age to learn his

colors and numbers. Soon he'll be ready for shapes and opposites. So glad I bought these books. I

highly recommend them.

These books are so creative, colorful, fun, and full of information for baby! I love that my kids can

learn the basics while getting a good base of other places. NYC is my favorite place, so I read this

to my kids every day. haha A must buy!!!!!



This series of board books for babies has won my heart. Evanson takes us around the world, one

fabulous city for each book. The artwork is amazing: Chic hipsters, all wearing black, strolling along;

orange leaves in Central Park; yellow taxis. It drips with gorgeous color, which will fascinate baby.

You'll love it, too.

These books are cute and the illustrations are fun. I wished the pictures were more obvious as to

what color is referenced. There are many shades of orange and brown on the orange page, for

instance. It's better for an older child, but I find it hard to teach color to a 17-month-old with this

book.

I checked out all four books of "Hello World" from the library for my daughter. She loves New York

book the best. She particular loves the page shows "New Yorkers dressed in BLACK" cause she

always turns to this page and points it to me.What I like about this book is that, when you open it, on

the left is a whole page of one color and on the right there is pictures of something in NY show this

color in real life. My nephew has difficult identifying colors. If you bring him red/blue/green toy cars

or pens then ask him for the colors, he would only tell you that they are cars/pens. We had to bring

different colors of construction paper to show him the color, instead of different everyday life objects.

I wish I found this book earlier to show him colors.

I'm from New York so I may be a touch biased :) but as a former children's librarian, I tend to look

for board books with a good text/ picture balance. This book has short, digestible sentences pointing

out the colors of various New York sites (including my favorite: "New Yorkers wear black"), a nice

change of pace from the many children's books that either have entirely too much text for their

attention span or too little to be interesting and educational. The illustrations are cute and fun. A win

for my kid, a win for me!

Any children's book that tells you New Yorkers wear all black errything (not in those exact words) is

a book we need in our household. This book is so fun and bright and such a fun way to teach kids

about colors!
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